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Shiva Hotels Group LLP (“Shiva Hotels”) operates a zero tolerance approach to modern slavery 
and human trafficking and recognises its responsibility to prevent and protect against such acts 
within its business and supply chains through constructive partnerships. As part of a growing 
collaborative effort, Shiva Hotels promotes and respects human rights and worker rights and 
recognises the need to educate and support those who are most vulnerable to exploitation.  
Shiva Hotels publicly committed to eradicating slavery in 2012, when we founded Shiva 
Foundation, an organisation focused on addressing modern slavery in the UK. Rishi Sachdev, 
Managing Director of Shiva Hotels, sits on the board of the Foundation and supports its anti-
trafficking initiatives. We have shown commitment to addressing this issue not only within our 
own businesses and supply chains but also across the UK hotel and hospitality industry.

Our public statement - ‘Shiva Hotels - Our Commitment to Tackle Human Trafficking’ -
appears on Shiva Hotels’ website at www.shiva.co.uk/modernslavery and is actively shared 
more broadly with business partners, corporate clients and interested parties. Additionally, it is 
displayed on a plaque in the lobbies of each of our hotels. Each hotel in our portfolio is required 
to ensure that a copy of this statement is accessible to staff on a daily basis and in other areas 
accessible to guests as appropriate (i.e. in public lifts and on guest room TV screens).

We are committed to improving our practices to combat slavery and human trafficking.  
This statement has been published in accordance to the guidelines in Section 54 of the  
Modern Slavery Act (2015).



Message from the Director

Shiva Hotels believes it is responsibility to ensure sound social and ethical 
practices within its own operations and within its supply chain in every 
market in which it operates. At Shiva Hotels, we acknowledge that every 
person deserves and is entitled to a safe working environment and fair 
remuneration. We understand when individuals are rightfully treated with 
respect and equality, both they and their companies benefit from increased 
commitment and productivity. We have therefore developed the Stop 
Slavery Blueprint (the “Blueprint”) which provides protocols and policies 
to strengthen our initiatives to fight and prevent modern slavery within our 
business and supply chains. These proactive steps will help to promote 
accountability and transparency, and ensure that as much as possible is 
done to safeguard against possible threats.
 
We are determined to do everything we can to bring responsible sourcing 
practices to all stages of our supply and value chain. We are taking proactive 
steps to ensure human trafficking and modern slavery are addressed within 
our operations and supply chains and wish to work with our suppliers to 
apply the same principles within theirs. Shiva Hotels is fully committed to 
implementing the Blueprint and all of its policies and protocols throughout 
the supply and value chain, working towards a target to source all critical 
products and services sustainably.
 
I believe that this isn’t somebody else’s responsibility, and that each and 
everyone one of us has a role to play in putting an end to this heinous crime. 
I believe that business must be involved in the eradication of modern slavery.

Rishi Sachdev,
Director, Shiva Hotels
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 a) Our Structure

Shiva Hotels is a UK-based business with operations 
across the country in the hotel, resort and conference 
centre industry. We are a dynamic, privately owned 
company focusing on three main areas in the UK hotel 
market – namely site acquisition and development, 
hotel acquisition, and hotel management. Our portfolio 
currently includes six properties (4 of which are 
operational) in the UK and we employ 473 staff and 150 
sub-contracted staff.

From risk assessing our suppliers, we are aware that 
nearly half of our spend is on high risk sectors, however 
this is limited to a small number of suppliers. These 
sectors are food and beverage, housekeeping and 
cleaning and laundry and linen. Although a significant 
proportion of procurement is on high risk products, 
the small number of suppliers enables risk mitigation 
without extensive intervention. While we have risk 
mapped all of our first-tier suppliers, it is recommended 
that further mapping be conducted on our food and 
beverage supplies, which we plan to do as part of our 
increased engagement with suppliers over 2018 and 
beyond.

b)  Our policies on modern slavery  
and human trafficking

Shiva Hotels is committed to upholding basic human 
rights and supports the United Nations Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and the International 
Labour Organisation Core Conventions. The Shiva 
Hotels Stop Slavery Blueprint sets out the key 
principles that Shiva Hotels has been embedding into 
its hotels as part of its fight against modern slavery. It 
provides guidance and recommendations in the form of 
policies and practices, procedures and protocols, and 
training schedules. External experts such as Unseen, 
COMBAT, STOP THE TRAFFIK and Operation Makesafe 
were consulted throughout its development.

The Blueprint also sets out operational guidance for: 
• Transparency, 
• Reporting, 
• Performance measurement, 
• Business partner engagement, 
• Risk assessment, 
• Business authentication, and 
• Investigation and remediation.
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HOTEL USAGE EMPLOYEES SUPPLY CHAINS
EXECUTIVE  

DECISION MAKING

RISK: 
Hotels can become 
unwitting hosts of sexual 
exploitation victims, who 
may be moved through 
the hotel when being 
trafficked, or kept in the 
hotel by trafficker who use 
the bedrooms as a base for 
sexual exploitation. 

RISK:
Hotels frequently rely on 
labour providers to employ 
outsourced housekeeping 
and cleaning staff. The 
layered structure of hotels 
combined with multi-tier 
recruitment systems, can 
mean that unscrupulous 
practices are difficult to 
detect. 

RISK:
Goods and services 
purchased by hotels can 
represent hidden risks in 
terms of worker welfare. 
Global supply chains can 
be multi-tiered and final 
products pass through 
a complex network of 
producers, distributors 
and vendors before being 
brought into hotels. 

RISK:
Without senior level buy 
in, policies will not be 
effectively implemented. 
Likewise, it is important 
that anti-slavery initiatives 
are embedded within 
business objectives 
and communications 
with potential business 
partners.

STEPS WE ARE TAKING: 
Our policy to tackle such 
risks is contained in 
the Shiva Hotels Hotel 
Use Policy which sets 
out guidance on how 
employees can ensure that 
Shiva Hotels’ property and 
services are appropriately 
used by others.

We have developed and 
implemented an Internal 
Incident Reporting Protocol 
through discussion with the 
police and victim service 
providers, to ensure that 
the pathway for reporting 
incidents, is victim-centred, 
in line with best practice, 
and is clear and simple to 
follow.

STEPS WE ARE TAKING:
Shiva Hotels complies with 
local laws regarding work 
hours and payment, and 
ensures that employees 
have the ability to 
communicate their voice 
as an employee. Specific 
guidance is contained in 
the Shiva Hotels Best 
Practice Commitment on 
Employment and Human 
Rights and Guidelines 
for Establishing Terms 
and Conditions with 
Recruitment Agencies. 

STEPS WE ARE TAKING:
We developed a Shiva 
Hotels Supplier Code of 
Conduct which defines 
both Shiva Hotels’ 
minimum standards and 
the basic principles of 
cooperation that are 
expected from all of our 
suppliers. The principles 
set out in the Supplier 
Code of Conduct require 
all of our suppliers to 
ensure their facilities 
meet clear standards and 
that they apply the same 
principles within their own 
supply. Shiva Hotels is fully 
committed to implementing 
the Supplier Code of 
Conduct throughout the 
supply and value chain, 
working towards meeting a 
target to source all critical 
products and services 
sustainably and we shall 
require the support of all 
of our suppliers to achieve 
this goal. 

STEPS WE ARE TAKING:
Shiva Hotels’ business 
objectives also comply 
with our commitment to 
preventing modern slavery 
within our work. The head 
office team therefore, is 
required to comply with 
the Shiva Hotels Head 
Office Guidance on 
Human Trafficking when 
making broader strategic 
decisions.

Figure 1: Shows industry risks and how Shiva Hotels are taking steps to mitigate such risks.
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As outlined in figure 1 and addressed in the Blueprint, 
we have identified four key risk areas within the hotel 
industry which our policies and protocols address. 
We are committed to working towards embedding 
the following policies and guidance, as guided by 
UK employment law, into our existing policies and 
documents as appropriate.

Shiva Hotels’ commitment to tackle modern slavery has 
been integrated throughout its policies, practices and 
decision-making procedures. The position statement 
on trafficking is being incorporated into each hotel’s 
vision, mission, value statement and goals, and will 
be cascaded down into relevant policies and across 
each hotel and department. Individual hotels within our 
portfolio have incorporated these  into their internal 
policies and practices. There is an autonomy to do 
this in a way that best integrates with their existing 
processes however they must adhere to the overall aim 
of the Blueprint.

A cross-functional Anti-Trafficking Committee, 
consisting of the Anti-Trafficking Champions from each 
hotel (General Managers unless otherwise specified) 
and director-level representatives Human Resources 
and Operations, as well as Executives, was formed 
to manage the implementation of the Blueprint and 
subsequent policies throughout the Shiva Hotels 
portfolio. The Anti-Trafficking Committee meets bi-
monthly to track progress and report any ongoing 
challenges, patterns or concerns. Shiva Foundation 
is also a member of the committee that brings in its 
expertise on modern slavery. The Anti-Trafficking 
Committee is responsible for reviewing the annual 
self-assessment reports and industry benchmarks to 
recommend changes and improvements.

Hotel employees are asked to report violations of two 
policies in particular: Hotel Usage Policy and Best 
Practice Commitment on Employment and Human 
Rights. Hotel employees are encouraged to report 
if there is a violation in terms of guests using the 
premises for human trafficking and modern slavery 
and in terms of a fellow staff member being exploited. 
If a staff member witnesses an event that leads them 
to suspect an instance of modern slavery they are to 
inform their head of department or manager on duty 
immediately who in turn will have been trained on how 
to handle such cases as per the Blueprint guidelines. 
Shiva Hotels operates a victim centric reporting 

protocol making their safety and wellbeing paramount 
through any internal procedure.

c)  Our due diligence and risk 
assessment processes for  
slavery and human trafficking

As part of our initiative to identify and mitigate risk 
in the short term, hotels adopt the following control 
measures:

a. Relationships: where possible, build and 
maintain long standing relationships with local 
and trusted suppliers.

b.  Employment: Where possible, recruit, vet and 
employ employees directly, following clear 
company policies and guidelines.

c.  Compliance: Ensure compliance with current 
legislation and guidelines by embedding both 
into general hotel operations. This includes 
relevant human resources provisions in law, 
such as Working Time Regulations and the 
National Minimum Wage.

d.  Knowledge: Improve knowledge base by 
collecting relevant data and improving 
transparency within the business and down its 
supply chain. 

e.  Feedback: Promote a company culture  
whereby the reporting of concerns and the 
protection of informants is encouraged.

f.  Third party engagement: Build strategic 
alliances with independence unions, social 
advisors and NGOs.

g.  Measurable change: Develop verifiable 
indicators to measure progress.

Anti-Trafficking Champions monitor areas of 
risk on a regular basis in line with the guidelines 
provided and report anything unusual to the Anti-
Trafficking Committee as appropriate via incident 
reporting protocols and regular General Manager 
meetings. 
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Due Diligence Process

Step one: Defining our standard
Shiva Hotels has developed a Supplier Code of 
Conduct which defines both Shiva Hotel’s minimum 
standards and the basic principles of cooperation 
that we expect from all of our suppliers, whether they 
supply goods, services or people. The principles set 
out in this policy require our suppliers to ensure their 
facilities meet the standards as defined in this policy 
and that they apply the same principles within their own 
supply chain.

Step two: Identifying risk
In terms of risk within the supply chain, Shiva Hotels 
worked with Shiva Foundation and STOP THE TRAFFIK 
to carry out detailed risk mapping of its supply chain.
The exercise covered suppliers across the hotel group 
and categorised them into 14 types of supplier. High
and medium risk ranked suppliers were highlighted 
by looking at various criteria, such as country of 
operations, type of product or service and individual 
business criteria (transparency, current governance 
structure, etc.). Food and Beverage, Housekeeping, 
Cleaning and Laundry, Uniforms and Bedding, and
 

Agency Staff were raised as high-risk areas of focus 
(see figure 2).

For longer term adherence to a risk assessment 
process, the Anti-Trafficking Committee is exploring 
how they may carry out a similar activity with all tier one 
suppliers at 18-month intervals in order to ascertain 
risk based on any external factors. In between these 
18-month intervals, a risk assessment will be carried 
out on an informal and ad hoc basis with any new 
suppliers.

Step three: Risk mapping
The information gathered from the activity of identifying 
risk is then reconciled with our list of suppliers. The 
information can be used to assess the potential risk 
of each supplier, from first tier and down the supply 
chain, based on the nature of their business and the 
processes they have in place to identify and focus 
on those who represent the greatest risk. While 
we consider certain factors in order to prioritise for 
engagement purposes, all suppliers are eventually 
engaged.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
HOUSEKEEPING, 

CLEANING, AND LAUNDRY
UNIFORMS AND BEDDING AGENCY STAFF

RISK: 
Agricultural work can be 
hazardous, employing 
harsh methods and 
chemicals, and requiring a 
large-scale seasonal labour 
force. This can involve 
a low-skilled migrant 
workforce that may be 
vulnerable to exploitation 
by labour contractors or 
unscrupulous employers. 
 

RISK:  
The cleaning sector 
employs a high number 
of agency workers and 
subcontracted labour 
involving intermediaries 
which increases the risk of 
exploitation.

These services typically 
require entry-level 
positions with low skills 
requirements meaning the 
individuals might be less 
aware of their rights and 
more vulnerable to abuse.

RISK:  
The garment industry 
is high risk for modern 
slavery due to its long and 
complex supply chains 
which operate in countries 
where exploitative working 
conditions are prevalent. 
Cotton is one of the goods 
that can be produced using 
forced or child labour.

RISK:  
Risk of modern slavery 
incidence arising with the 
employment of seasonal 
agency workers can 
depend on the type of 
agency and its practices.

Figure 2: Identified modern slavery risks within hospitality and explanation
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Step four: Engaging with suppliers
Shiva Hotels has been sharing our policies regarding 
modern slavery to our suppliers to ensure our values 
run in parallel. Suppliers are asked to agree to the 
standard therein and to complete a questionnaire to 
help us understand their position on modern slavery. 
We have informed all of our tier one suppliers of our 
commitment and requested that they reply with details 
regarding their own efforts to address modern slavery. 
In 2018, we will be circulating a questionnaire to all 
suppliers requesting evidence of compliance with the 
criteria set out in the Supplier Code of Conduct. For 
new suppliers, their response to the questionnaire is 
considered before signing any contract. 
 
Shiva Hotels is currently working proactively with 
suppliers to help them establish their own anti-slavery 
initiatives. For example, we have started working 
in partnership with one of our biggest suppliers, 
on awareness training and we are in the process of 
planning Action Learning Groups which would allow 
suppliers to attend an initial series of workshops and 
trainings to get them started on their own work to 
tackle modern slavery. 

In relation to recruitment agencies, Shiva Hotels has its 
own Guidelines for Establishing Terms and Conditions 
with Recruitment Agencies, additionally Shiva Hotels’ 
suppliers are requested to provide evidence of internal 
measures to combat modern slavery and promote 
human rights.

External Scrutiny

We work closely with Shiva Foundation and use the 
foundation team’s knowledge so that we can build 
a response that fits this complex issue. Through the 
Foundation, we liaise with several other leading anti-
trafficking charities in the UK. More specifically, we 
work closely with:

• The COMBAT human trafficking team, by which 
we continue to learn best practice from the step 
by step guidance. Combat helped us assess staff 
views of modern slavery across our hotels and was 
particularly instrumental in the development of our 
awareness training and with setting up the Stop 
Slavery Hotel Industry Network, of which Shiva 
Hotels is a founding member.

• We work closely with other stakeholders in the 
industry (i.e. employment agencies, brands, hotel 
management companies, other hotel groups and 
construction membership bodies) through the Stop 
Slavery Hotel Industry Network to ensure that we 
learn new practices and do everything we can as a 
sector on the subject. In this spirit, the Network has 
been informing us on our monitoring and auditing 
procedures regarding our suppliers.

• We have also engaged with STOP THE TRAFFIK, 
a global coalition dedicated to ending modern 
slavery, to conduct a risk mapping exercise of our 
first-tier suppliers along with recommendations of 
steps to be taken with prioritised organisations.

• We have developed key stakeholder relationships, 
including creating strong partnerships with a 
dedicated police unit working to tackle child sexual 
exploitation (Operation Makesafe) for each hotel to 
strengthen our protocols for spotting incidents and 
reporting accordingly.

d) Risk management and Assessment 

Our Supplier Code of Conduct defines Shiva Hotels’ 
minimum standards and basic principles of cooperation 
that we expect from our suppliers, this in turn requires 
our suppliers to establish pertinent codes of conduct 
with sub-contractors and sub-suppliers. Shiva Hotels 
Supplier Code of Conduct is to be shared with all 
business partners with our portfolio and is to be read 
and signed by their suppliers.

Shiva Hotels understands that improving social and 
ethical standards in the supply chain is a challenging 
process that requires cooperation from all of its 
employees, suppliers, business partners and other 
stakeholders. We also recognise that compliance to 
the Supplier Code of Conduct may not be immediately 
achievable but we are committed to working 
collaboratively towards this goal. For suppliers who do 
not adhere to, or provide evidence of adherence to, the 
provisions in the Supplier Code of Conduct, we have 
a draft plan of action that starts with communication, 
includes capacity building and will result in termination 
of the relationship if criminal activity is in question. To 
date, there have been no instances where we have had 
to take action, however we anticipate that any instance 
will be an opportunity to further develop our operations 
in taking appropriate action against modern slavery.  
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Shiva Hotels is currently working proactively with 
suppliers to help them establish their own anti-
slavery initiatives. For example, we are working to 
develop sector and role specific training and a plan for 
labour supply chain mapping with one of our biggest 
suppliers. 

With the understanding that a continuous improvement 
approach is best for promoting joint ownership of 
corrective action plans and the raising of standards, 
Shiva Hotels is determining the process for managing 
supplier relationships. While we are not yet at this 
stage, we are investigating options such as:

• Formal review meetings held regularly between 
organisations and supplier to review progress.

• Standard tracking to regularly check that policies 
and processes are maintained and updated record 
accordingly.

• Spot-checks on staff working in hotels to ensure 
that the agency employing these workers are acting 
as agreed in the standard. 

• Spot-checks by a third-party agency. 

In accordance with the Blueprint, initial and regular 
interval awareness training is embedded into our 
training strategy. The training has been created in 
consultation with the police, COMBAT Modern Slavery 
Helpline and other victim service providers such as 
NWG Network. The training includes familiarisation with 
the incident reporting protocol and all staff are given a 
flowchart which indicates how to handle incidents of 
suspected human trafficking and modern slavery with 
emphasis on victim centric processes.

If an incident is reported, remedy involves three key 
steps which are outlined below. 
• Investigation: Any investigation beyond the initial 

report should be performed by local police and 
victim service providers, with the full support of 
head office and the Anti-Trafficking Champion, in 
order to protect the victim(s), employee(s), and the 
business.

• Victim Services: If an investigation confirms 
probable incidents of trafficking, Anti-Trafficking 
Champions should work in cooperation with a local 
specialist victim service provider to ensure that 

the victim is protected and aware of all options for 
access to remedy (judicial and non-judicial). Our 
hotels will work to ensure that victims of trafficking 
can continue their employment at the hotel where 
possible. If the victim does not want the police to 
be called, there are confidential 24/7 options which 
are promoted through the Blueprint and training 
materials. 

• Root Cause Analysis: Our hotels endeavour to 
analyse the root causes for the incident and why 
the incident involved the business or employees. If 
applicable, and depending upon the severity of the 
incident, our hotel may give written warning notice 
or notice of termination to employee, supplier, 
contractor, or subcontractor that has violated 
policy. If applicable, we aim to make improvements 
that will prevent future incidents.

e)  Effectiveness of addressing modern 
slavery, and performance indicators

The Shiva Hotels public commitment - “Our 
Commitment to Tackle Human Trafficking” is placed 
in all hotel lobbies and in rooms to raise awareness of 
human trafficking and modern slavery to guests and 
staff, and to inform them of our commitment. Additional 

5Qfive questions
for hotel workers

Five questions for hotel workers
1. Do you have to pay someone to give you work?
2. Does anyone make excessive deductions from your wages?
3. Does anyone have control of your identity documents, passport or bank card?
4. Are you free to choose your own accommodation?
5. Does anyone threaten or intimidate you?

If you are concerned about your situation or another colleague, contact: UK: Modern 
slavery helpline 0800 0121 700
Find out information about your rights and how to protect yourself from exploitation at 
www.Staff-Wanted.org

Penki klausimai viešbučių darbuotojams
1. Ar kam nors turėjote sumokėti, kad gautumėte darbą?
2. Ar kas nors nuskaičiuoja sau pinigus iš Jūsų atlyginimo?
3. Ar kas nors kontroliuoja Jūsų asmens dokumentus, pasą ar banko kortelę?
4. Ar galite laisvai pasirinkti savo gyvenamą vietą?
5. Ar kas nors grąsina ar gąsdina Jus?

Jei Jūsų ar Jūsų kolegos situacija Jums kelia nerimą, kreipkitės:
UK: Modern slavery Helpline/ JK: Šiuolaikinės vergovės pagalbos linija 0800 0121 700
Daugiau informacijos apie savo teises ir kaip apsiginti nuo išnaudojimo galima rasti 
www.Staff-Wanted.org 

5 preguntas para empleados en hostelería
1. ¿Tienes que pagarle a alguien para que te den trabajo?
2. ¿Alguien te hace deducciones que no corresponden de tu salario?
3. ¿Tus documentos de identidad, pasaporte o cuanta bancaria son manejados por por otra 

persona?
4. ¿Eres libre de elegir donde te alojas? 
5. ¿ Alguien te amenaza o intimida?

Si tienes dudas sobre tu situación o la de algún colega, contacta con:
Reino Unido: Linea de ayuda de la esclavitud moderna 0800 0121 700
Encuentra información sobre tus derechos y cómo protegerte de la explotación en 
www.Staff-Wanted.org

Пять вопросов для сотрудников гостиниц 
1. Есть ли у кого-то заплатить, чтобы дать вам работу?
2. Производит ли кто-либо чрезмерные вычеты из Вашей заработной платы? 
3. Распоряжается ли кто-либо Вашими документами, удостоверяющими личность, 

паспортом или кредитной картой? 
4. Можете ли Вы самостоятельно выбирать себе жильё?
5. Угрожает или запугивает ли Вас кто-либо

Если Вы обеспокоены Вашей ситуацией или Ваших коллег, свяжитесь с со службой 
доверия для жертв современного рабства в Великобритании 0800 0121 700
Информация о Ваших правах и способах, как защитить себя от эксплуатации доступна 
на веб-сайте: www.Staff-Wanted.org

Päť otázok pre hotelový personal
1. Musíte niekomu platiť, prípadne podplatiť niekoho aby ste dostali pracu? 
2. Strháva Vám niekto väčšie množstvo peňazí z Vášho platu, ešte pred vyplatením do 

Vašich rúk?
3. Zadržiava Vám niekto Váše dokumenty - ako občiansky preukaz, cestovný pas alebo 

kreditnú kartu 
4. Môžete si sami vybrať vlastné bývanie? 
5. Vyhráža sa Vám niekto, alebo zastrašuje Vás niekto?

Ak sa Vám nepozdáva Váša situácia alebo Vašich kolegov, kontaktujte službu dôvery pre 
obete moderného otroctva vo Veľkej Británii 0800 0121 700
Informacie ako chrániť sami seba od zneuživania a všetko o Vašich právach a možnostiach 
sa dozviete na webovej stránke: www.Staff-Wanted.org

Öt kérdés szállodai munkatársak részére 
1. Kell Önnek fi zetnie valakinek, hogy munkát adjon?
2. Van valaki, aki nagymértékben elvesz az Ön fi zetéséből?
3. Van valaki, aki ellenőrzi a személyes dokumentumait, az útlevelét vagy a bankkártyáját?
4. Szabadon dönt Ön arról, hogy hol lakjon?
5. Van valaki, aki megfenyegette vagy megfélemlítette Önt?

Ha aggódik önmaga vagy valamelyik kollégája miatt, jelezze itt: Egyesült Királyság: 
Modern rabszolgaság segélyvonal 0800 0121 700
További információt talál a jogairól és arról, hogyan védheti meg Magát attól, hogy 
kihasználják: www.Staff-Wanted.org

Cinci intrebari pentru lucratorii in industria hoteliera
1. Trebuie sa platesti pe cineva ca sa-ti dea de lucru?
2. Se intampla ca cineva sa faca deduceri mari din salariul tau?
3. Se intampla ca altcineva sa aiba control asupra actelor tale de identitate, pasaportului 

sau cardului tau bancar?
4. Esti liber sa alegi casa in care stai?
5. Esti amenintat sau intimidat de cineva?

In cazul in care iti faci griji pentru situatia ta sau un alt coleg trece prin asa ceva, te rugam 
contacteaza: UK: Helpline-ul impotriva sclaviei moderne 0800 0121 700
Afl a mai multe informatii despre drepturile tale si cum poti sa te aperi impotriva exploatarii 
la: www.Staff-Wanted.org

Pięć pytań do pracowników hotelu
1. Czy musiałeś komuś zapłacić żeby dostać tą pracę?  
2. Czy ktoś odciąga ci z pensji nieuzasadnione składki lub inne koszty?
3. Czy ktoś poza tobą ma kontrolę nad twoim dokumentem tożsamości, paszportem lub 

kartą do bankomatu? 
4. Czy mogłeś sam wybrać miejsce zakwaterowania? 
5. Czy ktoś ci groził lub poniżał?

Jeśli niepokoi cię twoja obecna sytuacja lub sytuacja twojego kolegi z pracy, skontaktuj się 
z gorącą linią UK modern slavery helpline 0800 0121 700
Dowiedz się więcej na temat swoich praw i jak się uchronić przed wykorzystywaniem at: 
www.Staff-Wanted.org

Пет въпроса към хотелски служители 
1. Налагало ли Ви се е да плащате на някого, за да получите работа?
2. Някой прави ли прекомерни удръжки от сумата на възнаграждението Ви?
3. Упражнява ли някой контрол по отношение на документите Ви за самоличност, 

паспорт или банкова карта?
4. Имате ли право свободно да изберете къде ще живеете/ще отседнете?
5. Някой заплашва ли Ви или принужда

Ако сте загрижени за ситуацията, в която се намирате или за друг Ваш колега, 
свържете се в Обединеното кралство с горещата линия срещу модерното робство 
0800 0121 700 
Получете информация за правата Ви и как да се предпазите от експлоатация на: 
www.Staff-Wanted.org

Cinco perguntas para funcionários de hotéis
1. Ens de pagar a alguém para ter trabalho?
2. Alguém faz deduções excessivas ao teu salário?
3. Alguém tem o controle dos teus documentos de identidade, passaporte ou cartão de 

multibanco?
4. És livre para escolher o teu próprio alojamento?
5. Alguém te intimida ou ameaça?

Se estas preocupado com a tua situação ou de outro(a) colega, contacta: Reino Unido: 
linha de ajuda Modern slavery 0800 0121 700
Encontra mais informações sobre os teus direitos e como te protegeres de exploração
no www.Staff-Wanted.org

Hotel Contact:

staff_wanted_initiative_a2_poster_aw.indd   1 29/02/2016   10:16

Figure 3: Staff Wanted Initiative Poster
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posters are available in staff areas that have information 
about indicators, the internal protocols for reporting 
a potential incident, and the Modern Slavery Helpline 
number. We have also posted the Staff Wanted Initiative 
posters that aims to help workers understand their 
rights and is in 10 different languages (figure 3). 
 
Prior to the implementation of the Blueprint across the 
organisation, modern slavery training was delivered to 
staff as part of a pilot in one of Shiva Hotels’ properties. 
Initial feedback was requested from attending staff 
members which was then reviewed at Anti-Trafficking 
Committee meetings. Knowledge retention quizzes 
were taken three months after training to ensure that 
training was effective. Additionally, Shiva Hotels is 
reviewing the number and types of indicators that are 
reported by all staff both independently and with the 
Metropolitan police to identify key trends that may 
inform more effective training in the future. The training 
is continuously updated in line with external good 
practice (see section f). 

In terms of performance of staff, Shiva Hotels 
includes commitment to preventing modern slavery 
as an integral part of every role, and as such has 
been informally reviewed as part of the values and 
behaviours we expect every employee to demonstrate. 
All job descriptions are being updated to have a KPI 
of ‘social responsibility’ which includes a commitment 
to modern slavery within this KPI. Job descriptions 
are reviewed at annual appraisal and twice yearly 
job chats. Materials indicating our ambition to tackle 
modern slavery are given to every job applicant 
through information in the job advert and welcome 
letters. We also state our expectation of employees in 
demonstrating their commitment to our values through 
these means. New staff are given mandatory training 
awareness training within six weeks of commencement. 
There have been a number of indicators reported since 
the Blueprint was embedded, which demonstrates 

an increased level of knowledge in staff and effective 
reporting processes. When indicators have reached the 
required threshold for police involvement, we engage 
with the Metropolitan police to assess our process and 
their response on the case in question. 

f) Training on slavery  
and human trafficking 
All staff across Shiva Hotels has received training 
on modern slavery indicators and how to report an 
incident that may occur. All employees from our Hilton 
branded hotels also participate in an online training 
course about child sexual exploitation. Head Office 
and key senior members of staff also receive training to 
raise awareness about corporate responsibilities. Part 
of Head Office’s role is to attend the mandatory training 
and adhere to principles of implementation contained 
within all modern slavery policies.

We have run the awareness raising training, which 
includes reporting protocols and indicator lists, for all 
of the employees within all Shiva Hotels properties. 
The training, approved and run by the Anti-Trafficking 
Committee members in order to ensure correct level 
and tone as well as consistency, has been embedded 
within each hotel’s training strategy. An online 
questionnaire for training participants is carried out  
three months after their training to assess retention 
of knowledge. As part of each hotel’s programme, re-
training is provided annually.

Training will also be offered to select suppliers. This 
would be adapted for the supplier’s needs and based 
on the Shiva Hotels awareness training. This training 
is currently being developed with the view to roll out  
to regional, area and cluster managers of one of our 
cleaning agency staff suppliers with an e-learning
version for all other staff. The purpose of the training 
is to equip staff with the knowledge of how to identify 
incidents of modern slavery, in particular sexual 
exploitation and labour exploitation, and how to 
adequately report such incidents.

The next phase of our training development is to launch  
a module for duty managers in order to further develop 
a victim-centred approach to crisis management and to 
provide them with the tools should someone disclose 
exploitation to them or their staff. There will also be 
third module launched next year with more insight on 
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risk mapping with suppliers and within supply chains to 
build on the knowledge of procurement staff.

There are a number of indicators we use to assess the 
effectiveness of the training:

• Knowledge gained: We ask participants to rate 
their level of knowledge on the subject before and 
after training to assess the knowledge gained over 
the course of the training.

• Retention of knowledge: We circulate a post-
training questionnaire three months after training 
with questions to assess level of knowledge in 
staff on indicators and reporting protocols. We 
are developing a cue card which will be circulated 
to remind staff of modern slavery indicators and 
reporting protocols and to further strengthen 
retention of knowledge. 

• Trust in reporting protocols: Participants are 
also asked whether they agree with the reporting 
protocols and whether they have confidence in 
them.

• Number of reports:  We track the number of 
indicators and incidents that are reported and 
analyse the response on a monthly basis. As part 
of reporting protocols, staff are trained to raise 
any indicator of modern slavery they spot. Once 

the agreed threshold (as assessed and approved 
by external experts) is reached, the situation is 
escalated to the police and/or modern slavery 
helpline as appropriate. Every three months we also 
review any reports with the police to assess our 
protocols and the police’s response. 

• How the training is received: Part of ensuring 
staff are able to learn from the training is ensuring 
the methods are appropriate and well received. 
To ensure that we are continuously improving our 
efforts to tackle modern slavery and that training 
is effective, we ask for general feedback which 
monitors the effectiveness of the training and its 
content.  

• Performance in live scenarios: We are in the 
process of setting up spot-checks with the 
Metropolitan police to see the response when staff 
are faced with a real-life situation.

When it comes to reporting an incident protocol, 
the General Manager assesses management of the 
protocol by tracking incidents, soliciting feedback, 
improving the protocols, and monitoring compliance on 
an ongoing basis.  
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Our continued commitment

The process of developing our anti-slavery policies and practices has 
informed our sustained efforts to address modern slavery and human 
trafficking. In the coming year, we plan to develop and deepen our 
engagement with our tier one suppliers, with a particular focus on 
auditing and providing practical support to suppliers to enable them to 
establish and maintain their own initiatives. Priority will be placed on 
mapping the food and beverage sector to assess specific risks.

We are continuing to embed the statement on trafficking in each 
hotel’s vision, mission, value statement and goals. Shiva Hotels, with 
the support of Shiva Foundation, will continue to refine our awareness 
training based on external best practice and internal feedback.

Additionally, we are currently working with the Sophie Hayes Foundation 
to offer placements to survivors of human trafficking in one of our hotels 
with the view to expand this partnership across the portfolio in the 
coming year. As a founding member of the Stop Slavery Hotel Industry 
Network, we will continue to be involved as we explore new directions 
and encourage other businesses in the industry to join the call to action. 
Collaborative action is intrinsic to our mission to eliminate modern 
slavery from the hospitality sector. Shiva Hotels welcomes suggestions 
for collaboration with leaders and innovators in this area.

The Shiva Hotels Modern Slavery Statement was generated
by Shiva Foundation and approved by the Shiva Hotels Board  
of Directors on 8 March 2018.


